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-- Gain a competitive edge and stay

ahead of competitors by hiring

offshore developers. It facilitates

businesses with the opportunity to

leverage rich knowledge and expertise

leading to global reach, cost efficiency,

and accelerated development.    

At present, Developerperhour is securing its place in the market as a leading firm to hire

offshore developers. It has recently launched a new IT staff augmentation service to enable

overseas businesses to avail of its cost effective services. It can be seen as a highly lucrative

Our professional teams of

developers are well-versed

in all the major

technologies. We enable

businesses to hire dedicated

developers

hourly/weekly/monthly/year

ly, aiming to get customer

satisfaction.”

Palak Goyal

model due to the snowballing demand for custom

software and mobile applications. 

In the words of “Palak Goyal”, the CEO of

Developerperhour, “We are expanding our hiring services

in a new direction by pursuing this ‘hire offshore

developers’ model. Our professional team of offshore

developers comprises skilled software and mobile app

developers who are well-versed in all the major

technologies. We enable businesses to hire our offshore

developers on an hourly/weekly/monthly/yearly basis,

aiming to get customer satisfaction. Hiring remote

developers in a dedicated way from Developerperhour will

provide clients with flexibility while reducing costs and facilitating them with higher ROI. ”

So if any business has a unique idea and wants to convert it into a reality but can’t find suitable

developers within their country at a fine price, they can hire offshore developers to create high-
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Unlocking Benefits of Hiring Offshore Developers

What Expertise Can be Hired From DeveloperPerhour

Best Practices Rolled by Offshore Software

Developers at DPH

performing and feature-rich

applications for a wide range of

industries including online retail,

eCommerce, education, healthcare,

entertainment, and so on.   

This company enables businesses to

hire offshore development teams with

years of experience across multiple

programming languages and software

development technologies.

Developerperhour follows a step-by-

step process while providing offshore

development services, starting with

project conceptualization and ending

with signing a contract to secure

sensitive information. 

Unlocking Benefits of Hiring Offshore

Developers with Developerperhour

Global Market Reach

By partnering with Developerperhour

to hire offshore developers, businesses

have the opportunity to expand their

market reach worldwide, enabling

them to enter new lucrative markets.

Hiring an offshore team will introduce

them to new perspectives, market

expertise, cultural insights, etc. that

would benefit them in customizing

their products and services accordingly

to serve across industries. Their

association with Developerperhour will

enhance their revenue potential while

fortifying brand reputation and

customer loyalty on a large scale.     

Time Zone Flexibility 

When businesses hire remote developers from Developerperhour, they work flexibly according

to the suitability of businesses and their in-house staff. Depending on the client's location,

https://www.developerperhour.com/blog/how-to-hire-offshore-development-team/
https://www.developerperhour.com/hire-remote-developers


offshore developers from Developerperhour facilitate them with round-the-clock productivity.

For instance, if a business or company is situated in the USA, then, the developers of this firm

will evaluate the significant time zone difference to work continuously. This consistent 24*7

development process will lead to rapid project completion, fewer costs, and reduced time-to-

market providing benefits to businesses.  

Cultural Fit

Cultural difference is a significant factor to consider by businesses while having offshore

development services. Hiring firms like Developerperhour not only bring advanced technical

expertise but also cultural adaptability and awareness. They very well understand the challenges

that occur while working with diverse teams, aligning with their work methods, and bridging the

cultural gaps with the client’s organizational culture. This cultural suitability fosters better

communication, collaboration, and synergy projecting better outcomes and long-term

association.    

Expertise in Latest Technologies 

Offshore developers from Developerperhour undoubtedly have extensive hands-on experience

in leveraging advanced technologies and trends. They know the importance of upgrading their

skills with ongoing trends while staying updated with the latest frameworks and tools. This firm

also adopts best development practices and methods to create software using technologies like

Blockchain, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, Cloud Computing, and Cybersecurity to

outshine the industry competitors.    

Access to Inclusive Talent      

Developerperhour boasts a team of well-experienced and talented offshore developers that is

enough to deliver a high-performing and proficient solution to a global clientele. Businesses

don’t need to worry about the quality of solutions if they obtain offshore development services

from this firm. Their development team has a diverse background, technical proficiencies, and

best work ethics. This access to particular talent strengthens companies' ability to commence

intricate projects that require niche assistance or field knowledge, leading to enhanced invention

and deliverables.   

Cost Efficiency 

One of the top benefits of hiring dedicated developers from Developerperhour is cost-effective

software development. The team at this agency researches the market and competitors well to

make their deliverables inexpensive without hindering their quality. This in-budget development

enables businesses to use the remaining cost to create more strategies and capitalize in other

acute areas, including product development, marketing, promotion, or infrastructure upgrades.



Risk Mitigation & Compliance 

Partnering with a reliable offshore development company helps enterprises not only in acquiring

quality applications but also in risk mitigation while ensuring compliance with different industry

regulations & standards. Their offshore experts strictly adhere to cybersecurity protocols, quality

control measures, and data protection regulations as well as alleviating the risk of data loss,

security breaches, or legal complications. They emphasize risk mitigation and compliance to

assure businesses about the security of digital assets. 

Best Practices Rolled by Offshore Developers at Developerperhour 

1. Selecting the Most Appropriate Hiring & Engagement Model

At Developerperhour, they allow businesses to choose the most suitable hiring & engagement

model among many. They can choose as per their requirements such as budget, project scope,

etc. Available options in the engagement model include fixed cost, a dedicated team, and time &

material.  

Fixed Cost- Suitable for small and well-defined projects with no changes

A Dedicated Team- Best for large scope and long-term projects with changing requirements

Time & Material- Appropriate for small and mid-sized projects with non-clear requirements

2. Emphasis on Security Feature

Nowadays, financial firms collect and process large amounts of users’ data, so they emphasize

security the most. If businesses hire remote or offshore developers from Developerperhour,

they will be assured of higher data protection and sensitive information. The firm follows strict

data protection guidelines and security compliances, including GDPR, HIPAA, etc.   

3. Sign a Win-Win Contract

When enterprises partner with Developerperhour, they get to sign a contract with them before

they hire dedicated developers. This contract will have essential clauses regarding confidentiality

of intellectual property rights, liability, regulation compliances, and so on. They allow businesses

to consult with their legal experts first and discuss each aspect to avoid conflicts in the future.

4. Better Communication 

Effective and smooth communication is an integral part of the services provided by

Developerperhour. Their remote developers are well adept at establishing long-lasting

https://www.developerperhour.com/hire-dedicated-developers


communication with clients while providing them with a detailed understanding of their

development process. It helps them to avoid conflicts and misunderstandings leading to an

effective working environment. They also provide the right merger of coding approaches, create

communication channels, and promote knowledge transfer to accomplish goals.     

5. Create a Knowledge Transfer Plan

They believe that the knowledge that is not documented or shared is lost. Hence, they create and

follow a knowledge transfer plan comprising sharing information before starting the project to

elucidate the business logic, context, and expectations, along with documenting the gathered

knowledge during the project, and then, knowledge transfer after completing the project. 

Introducing Vast Array of Services Offered by Developerperhour

1. Project Management 

Hiring offshore developers and making them work on a project is itself a challenge. However,

with Developerperhour, the process becomes smoother and faster as their remote team

manages all the aspects properly. Be it the language barrier or cultural differences, their entire

team manages it all very carefully and professionally with no miscommunication.  

They have experts to assist clients with project ideation, conceptualization, and research of the

market and competitors. Businesses decide whether to hire the entire offshore development

team or settle for an individual project manager who can oversee the entire work.  

2. UI/UX Design Services

These days, it is necessary to have interactive, responsive, and visually appealing apps and

websites that can hold the users for a long time. That’s the reason why expert UI designers at

Developerperhour put more emphasis on user interface and user experience. It highly affects

the user engagement, retention, and acquisition rate. 

An appealing user interface ensures that the users have an ultimate experience through easy

navigation, aesthetic elements, and smooth browsing. Thus, it concentrates greatly on details of

the visual interface, such as typography, colors, menu bar, images, and so on, leading to an

improved user experience.  

3. Software Development Service 

To provide end-to-end software development services at a global scale, Developerperhour

boasts a professional team of adroit and skilled offshore developers. Be it any platform, device,

or operating system, their developers provide highly proficient solutions. Their broad range of

services comprises custom app development, web development, eCommerce app development,



enterprise app development, and others.    

Businesses have the option to hire offshore developers from Developerperhour and leverage all

the cutting-edge technologies and tools to build innovative solutions. They have the best

offshore developers to facilitate businesses with a wide range of solutions across industries such

as healthcare, entertainment, education, food, etc.     

4. QA Testing Services 

Enterprises understand the importance of quality solutions, hence, this firm never compromises

the quality. Their QA engineers undertake various testing types to ensure the performance,

quality, and scalability of the software. They also perform both automated and manual testing to

confirm no issue or bug can lower the performance of the software. 

The QA professionals at this agency harness the proficiency of the latest tech stack and approach

to search for errors in the software and sort them out. They also take the help of developers to

change or correct the code to meet their expectations. After going through multiple testing

procedures, they deliver high-performing and secure software to their client.   

5. Marketing Services 

The best offshore development company, Developerperhour, also provides marketing services

for enterprises worldwide, helping them improve their brand image and elevate their online

presence and reach. Their marketing services comprise strategic digital marketing solutions that

foster brand visibility, enhance user engagement, and drive targeted traffic. 

Their marketers have expertise in social media marketing (SMM), search engine optimization

(SEO), content marketing, and pay-per-click (PPC) advertising helping businesses get higher

rankings on Google Search Engines, augmenting their social media reach, and providing

compelling content to attract their target audience base.  

Also, this offshore development firm uses analytics and reporting tools to track campaign

performance, optimize marketing strategies, and measure ROI for greater effect. They

emphasize consistent optimization and data-driven insights so that enterprises can make

informed decisions, improve their marketing strategies, and sustainably upsurge in the digital

realm.        

6. System Upgrades 

Acquiring offshore development and support services will be highly beneficial for businesses if

they want to have technical support to upgrade, update, or improve their system. Be it for an

existing system or a new one, they can obtain customizable services as per their requirements. A

top offshore development company help businesses by providing a wide range of support



services, including process updates, system upgrades, data migration, app integration, adding

features, and others.  After that, if enterprises want to maintain their system or dodge system

crashes or downtime, they can hire them to function properly.        

About Developerperhour

Developerperhour is the best offshore development company that is planning to expand its

development services. In this order, it is launching a new hiring model, ‘offshore developers, ’ to

facilitate worldwide businesses to avail their comprehensive range of services. They have rich

experience in the digital realm and boast a dedicated team of qualified and skilled developers

who are well-versed in all the emerging technologies, tools, and trends. While providing offshore

development services, they consider all the essential points, such as discussing essential

requirements, deciding the budget, signing NDA, etc., to avoid any conflict. 

This firm represents a strong proclivity for consistently advanced establishments and robust

developments with high quality and utmost perfection that brings them a major driving force

while staying competitive in the market. Over the years, they have served global clientele with

the help of their passionate and adept offshore developers and have delivered thousands of

industry-grade and high-performing solutions.

Pakal Goyal

Developerperhour

+91 99280 40098

enquiry@developerperhour.com
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